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Streamlining the Process

T

here are two primary ways to create opportunities for better choices in development decisions. A local board can
ask a developer to provide more acceptable alternatives to the original proposal, as for instance is required in an
environmental impact statement. While this method sometimes offers an expanded range of choices, it is still
reactive, time-consuming, expensive for the applicant, and often merely results in several variations of the same proposal. It also leads to confrontational attitudes and more likely a compromise or watered-down solution rather than a
creative alternative. The best we can get is not the same as what board members and the public would clearly prefer.
The second, preferred method is for the community to provide design guidelines up front, before developers submit a
proposal and invest in expensive engineering. Using the Greenway Guides, towns illustrate the types of development and
neighborhoods they are looking for, what generally fits into their community character. Applicants know what site plans
and subdivision layouts are more acceptable and are likely to submit proposals the first time that are in line with the
Guides. Developers make their investment choices based on a more predictable process.
If flexible guidelines are put in place with broad community support and input from builders and other interest groups,
constructive negotiations will replace major confrontations. Boards can then accelerate reviews for project proposals
that are consistent with locally approved guidelines. During the Greenway public workshops, two suggestions that
provoked considerable agreement were the need to provide more educational programs for local officials and the
benefits of having illustrated guidelines. The towns of East Fishkill and Rhinebeck have already produced illustrated
design guideline booklets to aid in the preparation of development plans appropriate for their communities.
The Greenway Guides are designed to allow communities to make essential choices, not as an afterthe-fact reaction to each outside proposal, but as preventive tools for healthier communities.

Conventional Process

Greenway Guides

Too often:
Developer proposes projects, assumes risk
Expensive engineering up front
Mixed or negative community reaction
Lengthy environmental review process

Community agrees to development guidelines
Applicant submits concept based on guides
Creative alternatives considered up front
Environmental review focused on specific points
Constructive discussions create public good will

Confrontational meetings
Compromises only reduce negative impacts

Project viewed as positive contribution to
community

Final decision based on trade-offs
Everyone saves time, money and aggravation

Threatened lawsuits
Everyone is dissatisfied

